Lousy record keeping at Arlington Cemetery

Problems at Arlington Cemetery identified and officials fired. The Washington Post thought this breaking news.

News Alert: Bodies misidentified at Arlington Cemetery, Army says
03:03 PM EDT Thursday, June 10, 2010
---------------------

The Army says at least 200 remains in Arlington National Cemetery have been misidentified or misplaced, casting a shadow over what has been called America’s "sacred ground."

Defense officials say the Army has forced out the cemetery’s two civilian leaders and appointed a new chief.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/MEPMRJ/BZ4H6/BWGP1Q/UACDFH/OBZH3/FW/t

Search term: bodies arlington cemetary I tried arlington cemetery. That picked up a few tweets that were about the problem but did not inclue "body." But it also picked up a substantial number from before this announcement. So 'bodies' it is.

The first search was rather soon after the breaking news was posted and found 148 tweets. The first day there were 158 tweets and the total when the search was stopped [June 15, 2010] was 162.
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